Abstract-This study describes complications introduced by angular direct ionization events on space error rate predictions. In particular, prevalence of multiple-cell upsets and a breakdown in the application of effective linear energy transfer in modern-scale devices can skew error rates approximated from currently available estimation models. This paper highlights the importance of angular testing and proposes a methodology to extend existing error estimation tools to properly consider angular strikes in modern-scale devices. These techniques are illustrated with test data provided from a modern 28 nm SRAM-based device.
be considered in order to improve the accuracy of calculations, especially when using legacy tools for rate predictions.
This study examines the effect of angular direct ionization events on space event rate estimates and proposes a method to apply existing single-bit single-event upset (SEU) models to both existing and new technologies. In order to properly predict space rates with consideration to new effects in leading-edge and emerging technologies, routine single-event effects testing needs to take additional data to support modified calculationbased models that include consideration of angular error signatures. However, obtaining angular response data also introduces challenges in data collection, due to the sheer number of possible rotation and tilt combinations. Since irradiating in fine steps through these combinations is neither practical nor feasible, this paper also presents an approximation method that significantly reduces the number of test points required for angular characterization.
Finally, we present a demonstration of this testing methodology applied to a 28 nm SRAM-based device and illustrate the technique applied, which extends existing single-event rate prediction models to account for angular ionization events encountered in orbit.
II. DIFFICULTIES IN RATE PREDICTION
A significant breakdown of existing rate prediction models relates to the consideration of ion strikes that occur at angles other than normal incidence. In particular, there are two problems that result from a dependence on rotation angle when ions strike the device with a non-zero tilt angle: the use of "effective LET" and the generation of MCUs. These factors affect the accuracy of current on-orbit rate prediction models.
It should be noted that this research is focused at current commercial technology offerings. While there may still be applicability to some upset-hardened technologies like DICE [3] , their radiation responses can vary in unique ways at angle [4] making them less desirable for general study. On a similar note, the ratio of available radiation-hardened devices to commercial devices at modern technology nodes strongly favors commercial devices, making commercial offerings vastly easier to obtain and utilize. Thus, the work presented here focuses on the classical upset mechanisms seen on standard devices, such as commercial bulk SRAM arrays.
The nomenclature in this paper will define an "event" as a single ion striking a sensitive volume that causes one or more cells to upset. A single bit upset (SBU) is defined as a single memory bit that changes state from an event. One event may cause a MCU, which is the collection of bit upsets from a single 0018-9499 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. event. Fig. 1 defines the orientation for tilt ( ) and rotation ( ) specifying the direction of incidence.
A. Effective LET
Effective LET, defined as the incident LET divided by the cosine of the tilt angle, has served the radiation effects community well for decades as a key simplifying concept (along with "critical charge" to upset). However, the "cosine law" works best for thin pancake shaped charge collection volumes that are widely separated and at least several ion track diameters apart so that charge sharing is negligible; neither assumption is true at the current scale. Modern cell sizes are so small and closely spaced that a single cell can no longer absorb all of the deposited charge from an ion striking at a tilted angle, violating the concept of effective LET. Thus, it is not surprising to see test data with serious cosine law breakdowns and simulation studies that explain why in detail. At least one replacement "law" [5] and at least one complete replacement rate method [6] have been developed, but necessitate significant changes to data collection or rate calculation methodologies, which makes them too complicated for wide adoption to date. A methodology that could provide consideration of angular effects, while minimizing the amount of additional work and using standard testing practices, is a key motivating force behind the work presented in this paper.
Data from this work's exemplar, the 28 nm Kintex-7 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), demonstrates these breakdowns; Fig. 2 shows the cross-section of SRAM configuration memory cells at a variety of rotations for several discrete tilt angles. The graph illustrates the range of cross-sections that can be experimentally obtained when attempting to utilize the cosine law to establish higher effective LET by increasing . Although is an important variable, it can be clearly seen that consideration must be given to as well, especially if tilting at higher angles above 60 degrees.
The strong rotational dependence of Fig. 2 can be from either differences in row vs. column spacing or may be due to well orientation [7] ; regardless, it is apparently a growing problem as node size scales. Industry-standard rate calculators like SPENVIS [8] and CREME96 [9] cannot deal with this effect to the extent that rotation angle independence is built into the models. 
B. Multiple-Cell Upsets
The other problem related to rotational dependence is the generation of MCUs. Through data obtained from irradiation of the 28 nm SRAM FPGA memory array [10] , [11] , generation of MCU events has been observed at relatively low LET thresholds and has become a non-trivial factor when considering bit upset counts. It is well known that higher MCU rates arise from shrinking node sizes due to increased charge sharing [1] , [12] - [15] . As a practical matter, the varying shape and bit count of MCU patterns make it difficult to isolate the events that caused these upsets-a non-trivial issue for rate prediction [16] .
The problem of MCU generation is also aggravated by a rotational dependence that exists with respect to the orientation of SRAM cells within the device. For example, the Kintex-7 SRAM cells are arranged such that memory words span down columns with spacing between groups of logically adjacent words. Because of well sharing, cell-to-cell proximity, and their columnar organization, non-normal-incident ions that strike along the columns (near for ) create significantly higher MCU sizes than those that strike against the columns (near for ). Fig. 3 illustrates this principle.
As a case study, the ratio of MCUs compared to single bit upsets (SBU) was examined for the experimental data obtained on Kintex-7. Fig. 4 shows the graphical representation of relative MCU generation and its dependence on and . Due to the physical organization of the SRAM cells, both the number and size of MCU events is higher when ions strike along the columns, compared to striking against the columns or at normal incidence.
Existing rate estimation models generally analyze only individual sensitive volumes and do not consider neighboring sensitive volumes or the presence of MCU. Even if models were to consider adjacent sensitive volumes, the fact that each node collects a different portion of liberated charge makes this model problematic when charge sharing is involved as a mechanism of upset [4] . When considering angular data, existing models will over-estimate the on-orbit rate since angular strikes can have significantly higher MCU rates which inflate raw bit upset counts. This is also a problem in modern devices which are showing increasing MCU susceptability even when ions strike at normal incidence.
Although new models can factor in rotational angles, multiple sensitive volumes, and mutually exclusive charge collection (for example, CREME-MC), these models are significantly more complex; the extension of simpler models to allow consideration of modern effects is the desired goal of this study. The methodology proposed in the following section outlines one possibility to extend the use of existing single-bit upset models to obtain error rates using data consistent with existing collection methods and techniques.
III. METHODOLOGY
In order to effectively utilize existing on-orbit rate prediction models, both MCU clusters and rotational dependence must first be addressed. Current testing techniques for memory-based technologies typically evaluate upset rate as a function of LET and the number of bits that are upset in the device following an experimental irradiation. The methodology proposed will address the conversion of this data obtained from standard SEE testing practices in order to extract event rates (where one event equates to one ion strike that upsets one or more cells in the device) and modulate the data based on the response of the device at all potential rotation and tilt angles.
This method leverages symmetry in device construction in order to reduce the quantity of data and processing required. There may be some rare instances where specific device construction prohibits the use of assumptions made in the methodology. As an example, these techniques should work well for standard cell arrays like SRAM memories, but may have trouble with irregularly shaped devices or devices with irregular sensitive regions, such as radiation-hardened dual-node cells where two independent nodes must upset for a SEU to occur.
A. Experimental Data Collection
In order to address rotational dependence, a certain amount of accelerator testing at various tilt and rotation angles is necessary. The data from testing at these angles should reduce observed bit errors into event counts as discussed in the prior section. The problem that arises in attempting to experimentally identify angular MCU rates is the relatively large test matrix needed, comprised of a permutation of possible rotations and tilt combinations ( , ) . Since testing at every combination of rotation and tilt is not feasible, the required test space has to be reduced in order to be tractable. Taking advantage of symmetries turns out to be quite effective in reducing the test matrix to a reasonable size.
There are two assumptions that need to be made in order for this reduction method to apply. First, we combine the sensitive volumes associated with one bit-cell and abstract them into a single sensitive volume, and assume this sensitive volume is rectangular parallelepiped (RPP). In order to provide orientation for the remainder of this discussion, any ion entering at will be considered to strike the volume at normal incidence from the top face of the RPP. An ion entering from , shall be normally incident to either of the side faces. The second assumption this method will make is that two ions that traverse the same path through a sensitive volume will have the same net effect, even if the ions are traveling in opposite directions having entered from opposite sides of the sensitive volume. Thus, an ion traveling through the sensitive volume at , will have the same path and present the same cross-section as an ion at , , despite the fact they are traveling in opposite directions. The same would hold true for an ion entering the top ( , ) and an ion entering the bottom ( , ) of the device. This generalization relies upon the principle that any ion that is able to penetrate shielding materials (which includes box materials, aluminium shields, heatsinks, and device packaging) on one side should also have sufficient energy to enter from the opposite side (which would have a similar array of materials), and also that in the space GEO environment, sufficient particles exist with high energy and the capability to penetrate through shielding materials into the sensitive region of the device silicon [17] . This generalization is also extended to assume that the particle is of high enough energy that the LET will remain constant as it travels through sensitive volumes.
For general device layouts, these assumptions mean that the cross-section "seen" by an ion for at any given should be equal to that for , and should be symmetric for cases of and . Thus, by testing at rotations of , data can be obtained that will also apply to , reducing the required test matrix by a factor of four. Furthermore, by the same principle, ions traveling in exactly opposite directions with respect to tilt should be considered equal (that is, where ). This again reduces the test matrix by half. The net result is an eight-fold reduction of the required testing space, as indicated by the yellow section in Fig. 5 .
The cross-section for all points within the yellow wedge (bounded by the three points above) would ideally be obtained experimentally. However, as mentioned before, the extremely large matrix of possible rotation and tilt combinations (even for this reduced angle set) makes this unreasonable to attempt. The most important points, which we will refer to as the "boundary points," are at , and (90 , 90 ) which provide the relative contribution from ions incident on each face of the sensitive volume. From there, we can attempt to interpolate data for points within the yellow wedge in Fig. 5 using the boundary points.
A potential problem, though, is the inability to obtain data at , due to the limitations on available cyclotron ion range, obstruction of other board components, and so forth. To solve this issue, key data points with respect to rotation and tilt should be obtained which can then be used to extrapolate missing data at . Those points should be along the line from normal incidence approaching for both and (also depicted by the "edges" of the yellow wedge originating from the top pole of the sphere in Fig. 5 ). As many tilt angles as reasonably possible should be obtained for these two rotations, and to as steep a tilt angle as ion penetration will allow.
B. Conversion to Event Rates
In order to address the MCU problem, this proposed methodology seeks to further refine the data observed through accelerator testing to distinguish between the number of events and the number of upset bits. Regardless of the distribution of MCU cluster sizes, the event rate is the important factor that should be assessed, not the bit upset rate (which is always higher due to MCUs). This behavior will allow us to utilize standard event rate estimation tools which typically assume that one ion striking the device will cause one bit to upset; by modifying the data set to evaluate MCU event rate instead of upset bit count, the tools will be able to provide a proper one-to-one mapping of ion strikes to events in the device.
In order to break down data obtained from accelerator testing (bit upset rate) into an event rate, the data from accelerator tests must be examined in order to see which bits in the device have upset. Clusters of upset bits that are physically adjacent should be grouped together into one event. However, a considerable challenge when attempting to obtain MCU events is that the physical layout of the device is typically not known. Also, techniques such as physical interleaving of memory words can cause physically adjacent bits on the die to be logically mapped into different words in the address space that are presented to the end-user, thus obscuring the boundaries between adjacent bits.
One method to identify which bits are physically adjacent when the exact layout and physical-to-logical address mapping is not known is to utilize the method described in [10] . This method identifies physically adjacent cells through statistical probability and is able to estimate which bits in error may in fact be physically adjacent on the die and thus in a MCU cluster, even if they are not adjacent in the device's memory space. This addresses one of the significant problems identified in [16] with respect to error rate prediction in the presence of MCUs.
It is important to ensure that when collecting experimental data, the number of upset bits should be very small relative to the total number of bits in the device. Although it is improbable that two SBU events will cause a "coincident SBU" (two distinct single-bit upset events that are physically adjacent and appear as a MCU), it is important to keep the event count low for each irradiation as to minimize the probability of SBU occurrences.
C. Extrapolating and Interpolating Missing Data
As mentioned earlier, it is generally not possible to obtain experimental data at the three boundary conditions because of the physical limitations that prevent data collection at . However, the data obtained in section A can be fit through a fitting function in order to extrapolate the data out to obtain an approximation for in both the and cases. Similar approximations can be made for rotation in order to fill out varying between 0 and 90 for fixed . A fitting function can often provide very reasonable approximations, and the accuracy of the fit will increase as more data points are obtained. The appropriate fitting function will depend on the device. In our experiments with bulk CMOS SRAM devices, a fourth-degree polynomial fit matches the data well when fitting data with fixed , and having at least four data points helped ensure quality fits.
After tilt data was fitted, the rotations at each tilt angle were examined ( with fixed ) and a linear fit appeared appropriate for fitting . Figs. 6 and 7 show examples of fitting for and , respectively. The final result of this extrapolation and interpolation was the approximation of cross section for any given combination of ( , ). It should be noted that any consideration of angular effects is better than none. Thus, although validation of the fit may not be possible for some portions of extrapolated data (especially at steep tilt where accelerator ion range is insufficient), it is important to consider that any fit that increases the angular cross section beyond that which is obtained from standard testing practices at normal incidence will either bring the result closer to what the actual value should be, or in the worst case overshoot the actual value. Thus the net result is an approximation that is either closer to the correct value than before, or in the worst case a pessimistic approximation (which is preferred over under-reporting the actual space upset rate).
D. Averaging of Interpolated Data
Once data points are obtained for the full range of angles on both tilt and rotation and MCUs removed from the data, the interpolated data should provide a matrix of event cross-section at any given angle combination of rotation and tilt. Using this matrix, the average event cross section value for each LET should be calculated. This value should be used as the data point used for space rate estimation at each particular LET. By using the average observed event cross-section obtained from all angles, the data points are made rotationally independent to match the models used by industry standard tools.
One important consideration when obtaining the average value is the projection of the data set onto a three-dimentional body. Since data is most likely represented by a two-dimentional table with axes representing rotation and tilt, the values need to be corrected in order to properly project the points onto a spherical surface before averaging. The sphere in Fig. 4 illustrates this problem, where data cells representing the MCU percentage that are near the equator of the sphere are much larger than the cells near the poles. By weighting each row of data with the cosine of the angle from the equator (also known as a Mercator projection) the weight of each 2-D data cell can be scaled accordingly based on its location on the 3-D sphere.
This procedure is then repeated for the remaining test LETs and ultimately produces a cross-section Weibull curve averaging all rotational effects and representing only event rates. This cross-section can then be used in existing single-bit single-event on-orbit rate prediction models to get an on-orbit rate with increased accuracy.
IV. CASE STUDY
As a demonstration of this methodology, this work examined the static irradiation of a Xilinx Kintex-7 XC7V325T FPGA, which is fabricated on a modern 28 nm TSMC process. The data obtained at this test is an extension to the data presented by [10] . While [10] investigated normal-incidence ion strikes only, the data presented for this study is differentiated by the inclusion of tilt and rotation angles.
The configuration of the Kintex-7 is defined by a "bitfile" that is loaded into the device which is 91,548,896 bits and comprised of configuration values, Block RAM contents, and unused filler. The analysis used in this study examined 70,868,064 of those bits that directly controlled active operation of the device and were user-accessible for readback (these bits are sometimes referred to as "unmasked bits"). The test procedure would initialize the FPGA configuration memory array, begin irradiation, and stop irradiation once a certain threshold of errors was reached. Readback of the SRAM memory array occurred every 10 seconds. The flux was experimentally determined for each ion and kept low enough to limit the number of upset rate to approximately 40 bits per second in order to minimize the chance of experimental artifacts. Using [18] , the probability of an upset cell flipping twice is reduced to below 0.12% per readback, and coincident SBU, where a pair of single-bit upsets mimics a MCU signature, is reduced to similar levels. This also enables ready filtering of control circuit upsets that cause large apparent "bursts" of bit upsets.
In order to obtain the requisite data to analyze the effect of MCUs on the space rate for this particular device, part irradiation was performed at 0-(normal), 50-, 60-, and 70-degree tilt. Following this, the part was rotated 90 degrees and irradiation performed at 50-, 60-, and 70-degree tilt. 70 degrees was the practical limit of tilt for the test board used. The raw data counts are presented below in Table I .
The device was irradiated with heavy ions at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's 88-inch Cyclotron in September of 2014. Since this part is a flip-chip device, the part substrate was thinned to approximately m to allow for sufficient ion penetration. The irradiations were performed using 10 MeV/u ion species such that the incident LETs were 1.54, 4.35, 7.27, and MeV-cm mg . For each ion, data was extrapolated to obtain steeper than 70-degree tilt points for each available rotation.
Following the complete interpolation and extrapolation of tilt angle data for one LET, the data was then interpolated at each rotation angle, providing a data set that had cross sections for each combination of rotation and tilt. After correcting for the Mercator projections of our data points and averaging these weighted values, a per-bit cross-section seen by ions striking at arbitrary angles for that incident LET was obtained.
Repeating this process for all available data and ions, a new event-based cross-section was obtained and space rates obtained using CREME96. The difference in on-orbit error rates is shown in Table II , when calculating rates for a GEO orbit with 100 mils of aluminum shielding. The result is a difference with a factor of when utilizing angular data studies in addition to standard normal incidence irradiation practices.
V. CONCLUSION
This work introduces four novel innovations towards solving problems presented by the stronger MCU response of modern scaled technology nodes. First, the methodology for extracting physical layout information presented last year in [10] is extended to non-normal angles. Second, specific experiment recommendations are given for identifying the problem of a strong breakdown of effective LET as the independent measuring parameter (that is, where a strong rotation angle effect on crosssection occurs due to directional charge sharing effects). Third, a method was developed for filling out a relatively sparse set of angle measurements to a dense virtual data set. Finally, a method for integrating the device angular response with space environments of interest into a normal space rate prediction is demonstrated. The efficacy of these innovations is demonstrated via a complete example using newly acquired heavy ion data on an advanced commercial FPGA, the Xilinx Kintex-7.
